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The artistinresidency programme is an integral part of Pro Helvetia New Delhi's
mission. Through its residencies, Pro Helvetia allows arts professionals and cultural
practitioners to explore and address other cultures and to achieve creative development.
September brings to the fore numerous projects that are a culmination of previously
awarded residencies. While, former artistinresident, Atul Bhalla presents his work 'Basel
Walk' in his forthcoming exhibition, Paribartana Mohanty and Sreejata Roy discuss their
residencies at the FICA Art Talk. The current issue of Passages carries an article on the
Swiss graphic novelist, Bernard Cosey's residency in New Delhi. Tarun Jung
Rawat's exhibition 'plus plus minus', which has strong influences from his currently
ongoing residency at iaab, will open at the Dock in Basel, later this month. Within the pilot
project of the artistsinlabs programme, Surekha Anil Kumar will be a resident at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology (EAWAG), Zürich and Adrien
Missika, an artist from Switzerland, will reside at the Kalinga Institute of Industrial
Technology, Bhubaneswar in India.
Pro Helvetia New Delhi calls for applications for studio residencies for the year 2013 /
2014. If you are thinking about applying for the residency awarded by Pro Helvetia, do
read this month's newsletter. The residency is the beginning of an exciting journey.
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Call for applications
Residencies 2013 / 2014. Pro Helvetia’s liaison office in India invites
appications for studio residencies. Artists and cultural practitioners in the
areas of the visual arts, music, literature, theatre and dance are eligible to
apply. More

Art Talks @ FICA Reading Room
An evening of presentations by Indian artists Paribartana Mohanty and
Sreejata Roy who have recently returned from Switzerland where they
were on a residency at PROGR Berne and iaab, Basel respectively. More

Swiss artistsinlabs programme
Supported by the Embassy of Switzerland and Pro Helvetia New Delhi, the
artistsinlabs programme is a collaboration between the Zürich University
of the Arts (ZHdK) and the Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology,
Bhubaneshwar. More

Traces from iaab: Tarun Jung Rawat
iaab presents "Traces from iaab: Plus Plus Minus", an exhibition by Indian
artist Tarun Jung Rawat who is currently on a residency in Basel. The
artists residing at the iaab exchange studio are invited by Dock, to use the
space to exhibit their work under the initiative called ‘Traces from iaab’.
More

'on the edge' by Atul Bhalla
An exhibition by Atul Bhalla that includes work done during a residency at

An exhibition by Atul Bhalla that includes work done during a residency at
iaab Basel. For the piece ‘Basel Walk’, Atul undertook a three hour walk
along the river Rhine, in Switzerland, photographing a number of valves
embedded into the streets, used for controlling the flow of water. More

Browse, Blog, Tag
Interactive media is having an impact on cultural reporting. The current
issue of Passages focuses on transformation of cultural journalism, and its
effects on both internet and print reporting. Read more about it in the new
Passages. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
Editorial: Pro Helvetia New Delhi, Communications / Sangeeta Rana srana@prohelvetia.in
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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